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A note from your Centre Manager
Welcome to Bardon Little Ducks March/ April Newsletter.
We acknowledge the traditional lands of the Turrbal people and recognise the strength and resilience of the
aboriginal people of this land.
Now we are all settled into our new learning environments, we have been noticing the children forming secure
relationship and bonds with their educators. It has been wonderful to walk around our Centre where there is
meaningful and purposeful experiences provided to each child. I have really been enjoying my time here at Little
Ducks Bardon as I will continue to support and form trusting relationships with families and children.
What is new here at Bardon?
Sessions:
Exciting news at Little Ducks!
We understand all families are different and not everyone requires a full day
of care.
We are NOW offering more flexible options with a 10 hour Session in addition to our full day session. If you want to be provided with any more information regarding our sessions please don’t hesitate to come and chat with
me about it in the office.
Our March/ April offer– Refer a friend:
Whether you are new to Little ducks or have a children enrolled , pass
on the words to multiple friends and take yourself on a shopping adventure.
We will give you as $100 voucher for each of your friends who enroll.
Receive a gift card of your choice per family you introduce to our
Centre. There is no limits to the number of families you can refer. The
new child must be enrolled for a minimum of 4 weeks.
How we Document our learning?
Here at little ducks we use an active app called story park to plan and document each child’s
learning each week. This is where you will see your child’s room weekly program which will
provide multiple learning opportunities initiated from their interests. If you have any
questions in regards to navigating the app to see the updated meaningful learning please
don’t hesitate to ask myself in the office or the educators in your child room. We are here to
help!
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Upcoming Events!
March
Monday 2nd - Clean Up Australia day—
Little Ducks taking Part in keeping Our environments Clean and
Beautiful

Wednesday 25th March – Library story time
10:30am story time from local library

Friday 27th March— Earth Hour
Little ducks will go “Electricity Free Between 10am and 11am” to teach
children about being energy conscious.

April

Thursday 9th April – Easter Egg Hunt
Celebrating the tradition of the Easter Egg Hunt celebration in many
countries around the world. Come along at 3:30pm to participate in
the little Ducks egg hunt

Friday 10th—Good Friday

Educator Spotlight ...
Welcome to our family Miss Heather!
We would like to welcome Miss Heather into our
kindergarten room as our Early Childhood Teacher.
Heather comes with 15 years experience where she
will share her teaching strategies supported with
her warm and enthusiastic personality.
She is very excited to be apart of little ducks in Bardon and looks forward in meeting everyone if you
haven't already. She is a bright and bubbly teacher
who forms very safe and secure relationships with
each child individually.

Development information

Need some more direction in how to use Story park for Parents ?
Here are some key pointers on how to utilise story park to see all of the wonderful planning
and meaningful experiences provided each week for your children.
1.

2.

3.
4.

To view the plan program each week and photos that are uploaded everyday you are
best to sign in using the internet instead of the app. You are the able to view all
planned experiences for your child's development and growth on each rooms weekly
program.
Have you ever missed seeing your child’s educator at the end of the day to see how
they have been today and what they have achieved? Not to worry , story park allows
you to start a private conversation with your selected educator to talk about whatever
concerns or goals that you would like to be in place.
All special events, yummy for little tummies menus and general updates of us here at
Bardon Little ducks are all shared on story park from your managers.
You are able to connect your notifications to your email where you will then be able to
get ongoing updates from us here.

Development information

Nursery Natter!
Welcome to our Nursery news!
This week in our room we have continued to settle our friends into our
learning environment. We have been doing this by ensuring the children
feel safe, secure and supported. As educators, we acknowledge and respond sensitively to the babies cues and signals. We have been engaging
and enjoying positive interactions with all babies during daily routines
such as nappy changing and feeding.
As we have a few babies standing up holding on to objects or taking steps
we have been promoting their independence by providing walkers indoors and
outdoors. We are encouraging these milestones by holding their hand to walk
and putting toys on the table where they need to stand up and reach for it. The
babies beam with pride when a new milestone is achieved and love our encouragement.
Another interest we have been noticing shine through the room are games such
as, peek a boo, showing delight in seeing a familiar face reappear from behind a
blanket or hands. We have observed a great deal of verbal communication as
the children have be speaking sounds such as, babbling, enthusiastically responding to others in conversation with them.
How are we focusing on furthering this milestone and learning curb you
may ask? Well, we have been reading picture books, repeating simple
words and encouraging their communication skills by engaging in enjoyable
interactions. Some of the older Children in our nursery recognise their own
name when it is said and respond by smiling which is lovely to see.
The children have expressed wonder and interest in making marks on paper
and finger painting. During their time in the nursery room here at little
ducks, it is known that most of our children enjoy feeling the texture of the
paint developing their sense of touch. We have been sorting shapes, looking at different animals and exploring sensory bottles.
Engaging in collaborative gatherings together on the mat, the children
have been learning and recognising the actions to some songs, these include “Twinkle, twinkle little star”, Open shut them” and “Wheels on the
bus”.
This coming month we will be looking at sensory experiences as the babies have shown interest in feeling different textures. We will bring in the
sense of smell as well as furthering our sense of touch. Chia slime, cooked
pasta and coloured shaving foam are just a few learning opportunities
that are going to come their way.
We will be building a strong sense of wellbeing by practicing our movement patterns and gross motor balance through obstacle courses and
walking and climbing.

Much love,

Nursery Two Natter!
Hello everyone,
As always, we would like to thank everyone for trusting Sam and I in caring for your wonderful children and allowing us to experience their ever-growing personalities with each day.
The children have had a busy month so far with not only
working towards sculpting themselves into busy little individuals but also learning how come together and work/play
as a group.
So far this year we have learnt so much about our new
found friends, like how we are all excited to take part in
new learning experiences and persist even when activities
may challenge them, Something that we have all exceeded
in so far is recognition of who our friends are by name but
also what belongs to them such as water bottles, bags, bed
sheets and so on.
As I very much so love working with nature and allowing the children to create with what we can
find in the everyday life, we have discovered our overall
love of creatures and messy play. Because of this we
made our way to check out the worms and from visiting
our wiggly, slimy friends we’ve began to work towards
having green thumbs, So far this month we have planted
sunflowers, beans and mint and our sunflowers have
already started to grow. Being a green thumb is an everyday activity where the children assist in water their
gardens so we can watch them grow into beautiful
plants that we will one day plant outside for all to see.
Along with being green thumbs, we have also become
messy play warriors, whether it is paint, mud, water or slime, we are quick to jump on board the
messy play train to see what we can do with these experiences and what we might be able to add
to them.
Due to how much interest is placed in these activities by
the children we will be continuing to add these types of
experiences to the room and if you have any creative ideas, we would love to hear from you.
So we can become excellent little green thumbs, we would
love for all families to bring in recyclable materials such as,
milk cartons to sauce jars, We are an egg free centre so
unfortunately we are unable to have egg cartons but anything else would be lovely.
We here in the Senior Nursery are looking forward to the
coming months and can’t wait for what’s installed for us
with the children, We would love to continue learning more about the children and their families so
we are able to better understand them and who they are as individuals.

With love,
Miss Briony and Miss Sam. W

Toddler Tales!
Welcome to toddlers news, this year our approach to the Toddler program will be based around
week-long themes, drawing as often as possible on current community events like National Dental Week or Children’s Rights week, engaging multimodal creative
and most importantly hands-on play.
The children will develop our small peoples’ self-esteem, learning,
motor skills, hand-eye coordination, health and well-being, investigative curiosity, and overall brilliance. For example, this week our
focus was introducing and exploring the concepts of the traditional
seasons.
We are kicking off with Autumn themes for Monday as we approach Easter, Tuesday will turn positively arctic under the grip of
Winter (and the all-day Frozen soundtrack this implies), Wednesday will bloom into Spring and we’ll be hitting the beach and basking under the sun’s glow of Summer come Thursday.
Friday, officially reserved as Fri-Yay in the Toddler Room, is our
commitment to their decompression from crafty curriculum and revolves around spontaneous
requests for inquiry approach, play-based learning where there is a lot less structure, incidental
music playing and dancing encouraged.
And by now you’ve been in and out of the room and experienced the true kaleidoscope of your
children’s amazing output. There is a method to the creative madness with which our Toddler
Room now brims over.
Our projects, while looking like straightforward handprint painting or paper squished together
with paint sludges are all carefully designed to meet various needs of our individual children.
Some of our toddlers have an antipathy for touching gooey items, what we call in the biz as sensory aversion. Enter footprint painting we performed on individual one-on-one basis today as part
of our Me, Myself & Identity week. Some reluctant children performing this footprint stomp did
so before a mirror to identify themselves in the process, to feel reassured by the balance of perspective and boost their confidence via the self-autonomy in choosing their own paint colour to
identify their individual foot. Those ‘random’ Ink-blot ‘butterfly’ paintings completed during our
Spring workshops last week, are now engaged in this week’s Me, Myself, & Identity when we
photograph the children full-bodied and print them out to stick
between the wings to make the toddlers themselves our little
room butterflies. Because we are here to give our little team their
wings…

With love,
Miss Kathryn and Miss Chrish

Junior Kindy Jumble!
Hello Everyone,

Our focus earlier in the year is to help children build a
sense of belonging and identity by getting to know each
other, by interacting and sharing with our peers, teachers and families. We have created our family tree which
plays a very important part of talking with the children
about belonging, we look at these photos every day and
it prompts the children to connect their personal experiences and talk about the most important people in their
lives. To help children feel secure we provide a stable
and simple environment including our routine. The children’s creation of the family books
as become part of our daily program and when we look at these photos each day, it allows
the children to feel big emotions and learn ways to feel safe and calm.
Ms Francedid and I have been spending time getting to
know each individual child and their interests. Our children are given lots of opportunities to confidently explore, investigate, discover, listen, create, watch, connect
with others, play alone, alongside or together and coping
when something doesn’t go right. Practicing being part of
large group requires waiting, managing feelings, following directions, trying new things, being brave, being helpful, doing responsible jobs and learning new routines.
These have been such big and busy days for the children!
We have introduced our project book where children will be able to share their interests
and understandings with us as they play and interact. The purpose of our project book is to
record in depth, children’s learning and development over time, and the children will be
encouraged to reflect their ideas and feelings into our project book. Our current project is
documenting all the children’s holiday pictures and the enormous parent input we received
over the month of January, Ms Francedid and I are so grateful for your efforts in your input
into the weekly program, it’s about working together and it allows to foster a sense of belonging for both you and your child and us, with this
collaboration it strengthens your child’s identity
and enhances their learning.
We look forward to our gardening project
starting soon, we will keep you updated through
the week.

Best Regards,
Fiona and Francedid.

Kindy Catch Up!
Welcome to Kindy’s news!
In these first two months of the year we focus on helping
children with the transition to the kindergarten room. We
begin to build a flexible routine to help them have a consistency every day.
Our days begin by greeting our friends, counting how many
children we have in the classroom, recognizing the day of
the week, practicing songs and finally we support their
sense of agency by allowing children to make decisions
about what they want to learn and do during the day.
It has been wonderful to see how confident these children
are getting. They are not afraid to join in whole group activities, reach out to make friends or try any of
the experiences that have been set up.
Lately children have been engaging in construction experiences. This
type of experience helps make education fun and engaging. These simple things are constantly stimulating a child's brain, hence, aiding their
education. Playing with a variety of building and creative products helps children build self-confidence and encourages their independent learning too.
Through this popular experience in Kindy, I have noticed how children
have worked more as a team giving them the opportunity to learn how
to communicate with their peers. When they work as a
team, children develop important life skills like problem solving, listening, leadership, and creative thinking.
We use the guidelines, both the Early Years Learning Framework and
the Queensland kindergarten learning guidelines, to introduce letters
and sounds, but again in a play-based way or through what we call
intentional teaching.
We have been promoting learning through leisure and play-based
activities that children plan and are relevant to their interests and
other learning.
Inspired by our children's interests of animals, we started our first
project of the year to help our children extend their learning in different kinds of activities, so that their curiosity of animals could be fulfilled. Every child has his/her own understanding of animals, and they
interpreted it in different ways in their play-based learning. Animals
are an incredibly important part of our planet. We connected this
interest with our Show & Tell, where children can bring books, photos etc about their favourite animal and this way we can talk and research about different animals.

Kindy Catch Up!
Show and tell has numerous benefits for young children. These early language experiences help to build effective communication and listening skills
that are essential for a young child’s learning. It also encourages emotional
development in a child, as he or she shares their interests, home lives and
joys and struggles with peers. In addition, this socially rewarding experience
helps to solidify important home-school connections, particularly when
show and tell is aligned with the curriculum.
Communication is a very significant skill for our kindy friends. Every day we
sit down on the mat and we sing our song "Good morning friends" and say
Hello to each child in Spanish. Also, we have been practicing two songs
called: La vaca Lola and Cabeza, hombros, rodillas pies.
It is important to remind that language and culture are so tangled that learning a new language automatically helps and offers insights and cultural understanding. Different languages can help build a brain in different ways and
opens the door to understanding cultural traditions and differences.
Our focus is to build strong relationships with children and families. We will
look forward in understanding each child’s individual needs forming a sense
of belonging with in the room.
Kindergarten children will be exploring sustainability and recycling extending
their understanding of the world in which they live in.
We will love to receive feedback from parents and introduce them to our
program and extend children’s learning and development.

Great news!
Miss Heather our new ECT (Early
Childhood Teacher) is starting the
first week of March. We cannot wait for
more amazing things we will do together
in the months to come!

Much Love,
Miss Heather and Miss Fran

Our Community ...
Ginger sports classes have started here at Bardon Little Ducks each week on Thursday’s and
Friday’s. This is the time for the children to focus on their physical movement and working
as a team during the lessons. Social interactions children's confidence.
Get your child involved today!

Petite Ballerina classes have started here at
Bardon Little Ducks each week on Wednesday.
This is the perfect time for our children to focus
on their balance and enjoy the music movement of ballet.
Get your child involved today!

Come and see our friendly staff at Bardon
markets this Sunday 1/03/2020 where you
can learn more about Little Ducks, and enrol
your child into our centre. This is the perfect
time to come and see what we are all about.

Healthy Habits!
Yummies for little tummies
P 07 3161 8063 M 0417 836 295
www.yummiesforlittletummies.com.au

YUMMIES FOR LITTLE TUMMIES
Yummies for Little Tummies are so much more than catering for Childcare
Centres. We're a complete package of all things food - food provision, nutritional
education and expert advice on food safety and requirements.
Our field fresh ingredients are cooked in a home style by our chefs and the team
daily. Nutrition takes a front seat with our dietitian approved menu being low in
salt, sugar and bad fats and completely free from nasty additives.
Yummies for Little Tummies are nut, seafood and egg free and we also offer a large
variety of special dietary meals to ensure no one need miss out.

